A simple toy model for polypeptides serves as a testbed to illuminate some nonlocal, or collective, aspects of protein folding phenomena. The model is two dimensional and has only two amino acids, but involves a continuous range of backbone bend angles. Global potential energy minima and their folding structures have been determined for leading members of two special and contrasting polypeptide sequences, center doped and Fibonacci, named descriptively for their primary structures. The results display the presence of spontaneous symmetry breaking, elastic strain, and substantial conformational variation for specific embedded amino acid strings. We conclude that collective variables generated by the primary amino acid structure may be required for fully effective protein folding predictors, including those based o'n neural networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
The general protein folding problem continues to present formidable scientific challenges. In an effort to isolate and clarify a few aspects of protein folding phenomena, the theoretical community has introduced and examined several highly simplified, but still nontrivial, models. These have included a large family of lattice models [1 -8] , models based on spin glass concepts [9 -12] , and continuum polymer models that incorporate simplified backbone potentials and interresidue interactions [13 -15] . The present paper concerns an example of the last of these three categories; it was recently created to explore the adaptation of neural networks to prediction of folding patterns of proteins from their primary structure (amino acid sequence along the backbone) [16, 17] .
While the immediate neighbors along the backbone of any amino acid residue exert considerable statistical inAuence on the conformation of that residue in the properly folded state, it is clear that other "nonlocal" effects are also significant. Collective features of the folding bring residues into contact that may be widely separated in the primary structure, i.e. , along the backbone. The inability, in general, to anticipate these larger-scale aspects of folded structures has had a limiting effect on the predictive ability specifically of various neural network schemes that have been proposed [18 -22] . The objective in the present work has been to illustrate the source and the complex inhuence of nonlocal, or collective, effects in protein folding using our very simple "toy model" [16] . Specifically [16] shows that the lowest energy is attained when the bend angle 0&=+111. 4 . The potential energy @ for this optimal shape is listed in Table I .
The search over the 2m -1 angles for global minima of subsequent family members involved a mixed strategy. In part this strategy utilized a high-temperature Monte =(S; 4+S; 5eS; ")e($; 5eS; 6+S, 5) e(S; 4+S; s» S; 4)~~( ABBAB eBAB e ABBAB . Then, by examining the optimized n =13 structure in Fig. 5 , one sees that the initial and final parameters have roughly siniilar (but certainly not identical) "dipper" shapes reminiscent of the form adopted by the isolated n =5 molecule, Fig. 4 [8] . Presumably it is only this special subset that can be useful to living organisms. Even within a distinguished "foldable" subset, whether for a toy model or for real polypeptides, a worthy short-term goal would be to improve upon the statistical success rates of the various secondary and tertiary folding structure predictors. This may best proceed by recognizing important collective variables for the protein molecules as a whole, to supplement the local amino acid "window" that has traditionally been employed, particularly in neural network applications [18 -22] .
In our initial study of the present toy model [16] , a complete data base of optimally folded structures was created for several small values of n and then the simplest neural network architecture was identified, which could act as an error-free "predictor" (more precisely, a readonly memory device) for that entire data base. Significantly, these optimal networks contained hidden layers of neurons whose operation was to create collective q(k) = g g exp(ikj), (6.1) for appropriate k's, with real and imaginary parts supplied as neural network inputs. Alternatively, one might examine Legendre or Chebyshev polynomial [26] One possibility that automatically comes to mind are Fourier transform variables. . In the present toy model context these would simply be generated from the binary species variable string g& . g", e.g. ,
